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Abstract: We make a first study of the phenomenological implications of twisted moduli
in type I intersecting D5-brane models, focussing on the resulting predictions at the LHC
using SOFTSUSY to estimate the Higgs and sparticle spectra. Twisted moduli can play
an important role in giving a viable string realisation of sequestering in the limit where
supersymmetry breaking comes entirely from the twisted moduli. We focus on a particular
string inspired version of gaugino mediation in which the first two families are localised
at the intersection between D5-branes, whereas the third family and Higgs doublets are
allowed to move within the world-volume of one of the branes. The soft supersymmetry
breaking third family sfermion mass terms are then in general non-degenerate with the first
two families. We place constraints upon parameter space and predictions of flavour chang-
ing neutral current effects. Twisted moduli domination is studied and, as well as solving
the most serious part of the SUSY flavour problem, is shown to be highly constrained. The
constraints are weakened by switching on gravity-mediated contributions from the dilaton
and untwisted T-moduli sectors. In the twisted moduli domination limit we predict a stop-
heavy MSSM spectrum and quasi-degenerate lightest neutralino and chargino states with
wino-dominated mass eigenstates.
Keywords: D-branes, Supersymmetry Breaking, Supersymmetry Phenomenology.
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1. Introduction
Superstrings provide a consistent way of unifying the four fundamental forces of Nature to-
gether within a single calculable theory. Until recently the weakly-coupled heterotic string
theories were believed to offer the most promising framework in which to recover the ob-
servable low-energy Standard Model physics. However there was a major paradigm shift
following the discovery of string dualities [1] that identified the separate string theories as
different perturbative limits of an underlying 11d M-theory [2]. In particular the type I the-
ory was recognised as a viable alternative to heterotic models, but with novel features such
as a variable fundamental string scaleM∗ and the presence of solitonic Dirichlet branes (D-
branes) in the low-energy spectrum [3]. The flexibility of the string scale allows for models
– 1 –
with large extra-dimensions [4] which open up the possibility of observing “stringy” exper-
imental signatures at future colliders, and also non-standard gauge coupling unification at
scales well below MX ∼ 2 × 1016 GeV [5]. The Dirichlet branes are required for consis-
tency, but provide a mechanism for localising matter and gauge fields (open string states)
on a lower-dimensional slice of the full 10d spacetime in which gravity (closed strings)
lives. These exciting new features have lead to a renaissance in string phenomenology, and
renewed attempts to derive the (supersymmetric) Standard Model directly from a string
theory compactification.
Recent developments have also motivated the study of higher-dimensional field theories
that may describe the low-energy limit of string theory. Many string-inspired ideas and
techniques including branes, orbifolding and Kaluza-Klein towers are now commonly used
in model-building [6]. These models are studied with effective field theory (EFT) techniques
valid up to some ultraviolet (UV) cutoff scale ΛUV < M∗, where the string-like features
cannot be resolved. In particular, branes can be associated with orbifold fixed points
rather than the string-theoretic picture of hypersurfaces where open strings end, and strings
are treated as point-particles. Also Standard Model states can be allocated arbitrarily
to different points/branes in the higher-dimensional space, and often orbifold symmetry
assignments dictate whether a particular coupling is allowed or not [7].
Many new models have been constructed to investigate quasi-realistic extensions of the
(supersymmetric) Standard Model, where the extra-dimensional framework offers novel so-
lutions to problems in cosmology, grand unification and flavour physics. In particular
supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking has received a lot of attention in the context of higher-
dimensional parallel-brane models. In these models a pair of parallel 4d branes are localised
at either end of a 5d (or higher) bulk spacetime as shown in Figure 1. The Standard Model
fields are localised on one brane while SUSY is broken at a distance on the other. These
models are inspired by the strongly-coupled heterotic limit of 11d M-theory [8], and offer
an attractive realisation of hidden-sector SUSY breaking. In the original hidden-sector
models, the visible and SUSY breaking sectors occupied the same 4d spacetime, but di-
rect communication between sectors was suppressed by inverse Planck-scale couplings. In
contrast, the new parallel-brane models avoid direct couplings by delocalising – or “seques-
tering” – the two sectors at different points within the higher-dimensional space. Thus
communication of SUSY breaking requires additional intermediary fields living in the bulk
that couple to both sectors, and anomaly (gravity) [9] and gaugino [10] mediation are
two recent examples. The combined Ka¨hler potential that describes the visible, hidden
and bulk sectors is assumed to have a particular sequestered form which is reminiscent of
no-scale gravity models [11].
SUSY breaking masses and trilinears for Standard Model fields on the visible brane
arise from higher-dimensional loops of particles living in the 5d bulk, since the contributions
from direct couplings between sectors are found to be exponentially-suppressed by the
separation r and cutoff scale ΛUV . The absence of significant direct couplings leads to
an automatic suppression of flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) which alleviates
the SUSY flavour problem since small off-diagonal squark/slepton mass-matrix elements
are only reintroduced at the weak-scale through renormalisation group equation (RGE)
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running effects down from ΛUV . However in the simplest models the viable regions of
parameter space are very constrained. Also the special form of Ka¨hler potential that
leads to sequestering has been criticised as unlikely in explicit string constructions [12] and
therefore the sequestered parallel-brane models are believed to be unrealistic.
Our goal in this work is to tackle these problems by embedding sequestering in a type
I string model of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) involving inter-
secting Dirichlet branes that may avoid the problems identified in Ref. [12]. We realise
the sequestering mechanism by identifying the hidden sector with localised closed string
twisted moduli states Yk [13, 14] that acquire SUSY breaking F-term vacuum expectation
values (VEVs). These twisted moduli states can be spatially-separated away from (visi-
ble sector) MSSM fields that are trapped at the intersection between different D-branes
with apparently no direct coupling to the twisted moduli. There are additional gravity
mediation contributions to SUSY breaking from delocalised closed string states (dilaton
and untwisted T-moduli) that freely move in the full 10d spacetime. In order to model
the sequestering effect, we have previously proposed a modified Ka¨hler potential for open
string states that stretch between two different D5-branes and are localised away from the
SUSY breaking twisted moduli fields [14]. In the absence of a complete theory of SUSY
breaking we parameterise the F-terms using Goldstino angles [15]-[17] which control the
relative contributions to the overall SUSY breaking, and we derive explicit expressions for
the soft Lagrangian parameters [18].
We will consider an intersecting D5-brane model of the R-parity conserving MSSM [19,
20] where the first two MSSM families are trapped at the intersection between D-branes
and the third family can couple directly to the twisted moduli. We consider the “single-
brane dominance” limit with the MSSM gauge groups dominated by their components on
the D52-brane, and use SOFTSUSY [21] to perform the RGE analysis below the grand
unification scale of MX ∼ 2 × 1016 GeV. We will focus our study around the twisted
moduli domination limit where the only source of SUSY breaking originates from the lo-
calised twisted moduli fields, and this limit corresponds to sequestered models like gaugino
mediated SUSY breaking (g˜MSB) [10]. However we will also study the effect of includ-
ing gravity mediation by smoothly varying the Goldstino angles, and we observe that the
highly-constrained sequestered models are much less constrained after the inclusion of ad-
ditional gravity mediated effects. The most severe FCNC constraints involving the first
two families are satisfied within our model in two different ways. In the limit of twisted
moduli domination the first and second family soft sfermion masses are negligible at the
high-scale, and are only generated at low-energies by flavour-blind RGE effects. The inclu-
sion of gravity mediation spoils this mechanism for suppressing FCNCs since soft sfermion
masses are no longer negligible at the high-scale. Instead the SUSY flavour problem is
ameliorated with the combination of heavy gluinos and the assumption of family-diagonal
soft scalar mass matrices.
There have been many previous phenomenological analyses of type I D-brane con-
structions that use two Goldstino angles θ, φ to parameterise the relative contributions to
SUSY breaking from the dilaton, twisted and untwisted moduli F-term VEVs. However
we present the first analysis to focus on the twisted moduli domination limit by proposing
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a Ka¨hler potential to model the sequestering mechanism. Unlike previous studies with
only D9-branes [22, 23], we consider a model involving intersecting D5-branes that enable
open string MSSM states to be trapped at sub-manifolds of the full 10d spacetime that can
be spatially-separated away from the localised twisted moduli source of SUSY breaking.
Although twisted moduli arise in D9-brane constructions, it is impossible to sequester open
string states away from the SUSY breaking since the open strings are free to move through-
out the full D9-brane world-volume. Therefore we would not expect any sequestering to
occur as these open strings can couple directly to the twisted moduli, and the standard
Ka¨hler potentials of Ref. [17] are valid.
The layout of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we review our
string-inspired gaugino mediation model of sequestering with twisted moduli. We also list
the SUSY breaking soft parameters and motivate our choice of model parameters. Our
results are presented in section 3 for the twisted moduli domination limit, and also more
general cases involving the dilaton and untwisted T-moduli contributions. We also discuss
constraints on our model from flavour changing processes and highlight some “benchmark”
points with sample spectra. Our conclusions and discussion are given in section 4. For
completeness we derive the SUSY breaking F-terms using Goldstino angles in Appendix A,
and discuss the phenomenological problems facing a similar model with three degenerate
families of intersection states in Appendix B.
2. Sequestering with twisted moduli
In this section we will review the results from our earlier paper [14] where we considered the
contribution to SUSY breaking soft parameters from the F-term VEV of localised twisted
moduli fields Yk. Motivated by g˜MSB and non-perturbative instanton effects we proposed
a modified Ka¨hler potential for intersection states C5152 that offers a string realisation
of sequestering. Our framework allows us to study sequestering in the presence of other
F-term VEVs from the dilaton and untwisted moduli fields - in this way we can study the
interplay between g˜MSB (FYk 6= 0) and pure gravity mediation (FS , FTi 6= 0) contributions.
We will see that the strong constraints applying to sequestered models are relaxed through
the addition of gravity mediation effects.
Our starting point is the low-energy effective supergravity (SUGRA) description of
type I models compactified on toroidal orbifolds (or type IIB orientifolds) [17] which involve
two stacks of perpendicular intersecting D5-branes at the origin fixed point as shown in
Figure 1. Each stack of N coincident D-branes supports a U(N) super Yang-Mills gauge
group where gauge fields arise as open strings with both ends attached to the same stack
and carrying adjoint quantum numbers 1. Chiral matter fields are open strings carrying
(bi)fundamental charges, with either (i) both ends attached to the same brane 2, e.g.
1For simplicity we will assume that the generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism [24] cancels any problem-
atic anomalous U(1) factors.
2The extra world-sheet fermion index j determines allowed couplings (in the renormalisable superpoten-
tial Wren) that arise from the splitting and joining of different open string states subject to string-selection
rules.
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Figure 1: (left) A generic type I construction involving (perpendicular) intersecting D5-branes that
share a common 4D overlap at the origin fixed point O, where each D-brane carries a corresponding
gauge group. The open and closed string states are shown, including twisted moduli that are
trapped at orbifold fixed points marked by crosses. We propose that higher-dimensional field theory
models (right) involving branes/fixed points are analogous to our string theory setup, where the
matter (hidden sector) branes are equivalent to open strings at the origin C5152 (twisted moduli)
respectively.
C51j and C
52
j ; or alternatively (ii) open strings stretched between different D5-branes, e.g.
C5152 states. The string tension effectively localises the intersection states C5152 at the
common 4d overlap region O, which is in contrast to the other open string states C51j
and C52j that can freely move within the full 6d world-volume of their corresponding D5-
brane. In addition to the open strings, there are also closed string states including three
untwisted T-moduli Ti (that parametrise the size of the extra-dimensional geometry since
(Ti + T i) ∼ R25i) and the dilaton S that are not confined to the world-volume of D-branes,
but live in the full 10d space 3. However closed strings can also be localised in lower-
dimensional sub-manifolds through the action of orbifolding, and twisted moduli states
Yk are closed strings trapped around orbifold fixed points. In this work we will assume
that SUSY breaking originates only from the closed string sector, i.e. when the auxiliary
F-terms of the chiral superfields containing the moduli and dilaton acquire non-zero VEVs,
i.e. FS , FTi and/or FYk 6= 0.
In the absence of a complete theory of SUSY breaking, such as gaugino condensa-
tion [25, 26], we represent the different F-term VEVs as components of an overall F-term
vector F as shown in Figure 2. Varying the two Goldstino angles (θ, φ) allows us to control
the relative contributions to SUSY breaking from each closed string sector 4.
F =

 FSFTi
FYk

 ∼

 F sin θF cos θ sinφΘi
F cos θ cosφχk

 (2.1)
3Notice that for models involving D9-branes open string states also live in 10d, but these states are still
distinct from closed strings since their ends remain attached to the D-branes.
4Although we will introduce modular-anomaly cancelling Green-Schwarz terms [24] that mix the angular
dependence of the twisted and untwisted F-terms from Eq. 2.1, we will still refer to the untwisted T-moduli
domination limit as cos θ = sinφ = 1, and similarly for the twisted moduli domination limit.
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Figure 2: The relative contributions to the total SUSY breaking F-term F from each closed string
F-term VEV (FS , FTi , FY2) can be parameterised by two Goldstino angles (θ , φ) [15]-[17].
where F is the absolute magnitude of the total F-term F. In this work we will only
consider a single twisted moduli Y2 and set χ2 = 1, χk 6=2 = 0 and we choose Θi = 1/
√
3
for simplicity.
The D-brane construction in the left panel of Figure 1 shows that it is possible to
localise matter fields (open strings C5152) and SUSY breaking fields (twisted moduli Y2)
at different fixed points in the compactified space 5. In the limit that the only non-zero
F-term VEV arises from the localised twisted moduli Y2, the setup was observed [13, 20]
to be similar to the recent higher-dimensional field theory orbifold models of sequestering
(right panel of Figure 1). In these orbifold models, matter fields and SUSY breaking can
be arbitrarily localised at different fixed points/branes with apparently no direct coupling
between the different sectors [9, 10]. Supersymmetry breaking can be communicated to the
sequestered matter fields through the super-conformal anomaly [9] or transmission of bulk
gauginos [10] at the 1-loop level, whereas the non-renormalisable higher-dimensional oper-
ators that give direct couplings are exponentially-suppressed after integrating out physics
above the cutoff scale ΛUV .
Following the ideas of Refs [13, 20], we propose that twisted moduli offer a mechanism
for realising sequestering in type I D-brane constructions 6 between localised SUSY breaking
fields (Y2) and spatially-separated matter fields (C
5152 and C51j ). However our D-brane
framework also allows for some open strings states (C52j ) to couple directly to the twisted
moduli F-term VEV, and this can be exploited to generate a hierarchy between the soft
scalar masses of different states at the high-scale. In the next section we will outline a string-
inspired MSSM model where the third family and Higgs doublets are identified with C52j
states and consequently have hierarchically larger soft masses (at the high-scale) compared
to the first two MSSM generations which are sequestered at the origin as C5152 states. We
will study the phenomenology of this model as we move away smoothly from the twisted
moduli dominated limit (cos θ = cosφ = 1) and introduce contributions to the SUSY
5There may also be twisted moduli fields trapped at the same origin fixed point as the C5152 states, but
we will assume that they play no roˆle in SUSY breaking in what follows.
6Recent work has disputed whether the sequestered Ka¨hler potential is viable in string theory [12], but
these authors did not consider exploiting localised twisted moduli fields.
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breaking from the dilaton and T-moduli F-terms. Unlike previous analyses [22, 23], we will
focus on the twisted moduli domination limit. We will show that the strong constraints
applying to that limit are relaxed through the addition of gravity mediation effects.
2.1 String-Inspired Gaugino Mediation (SIg˜M)
In this section we will outline our model of sequestering as shown in Figure 3. We choose
to study this particular setup because it is the closest string-inspired model to gaugino
mediation in the literature. It is important to emphasise that a model where all three
MSSM families, rather than just the first two, are intersection states is not directly mo-
tivated by string constructions, moreover if such a model is enforced by hand it leads to
phenomenological problems as discussed in Appendix B.
The model studied here suppresses the most
5
1
5
2
3; H
u;d
1,2
S; T
i
Y
2
1
Figure 3: The allocation of open and
closed string states in a string-inspired
MSSM model. The first/second family
(1, 2) are intersection states C5152 , while
the third family (3) and Higgs doublets
(Hu, Hd) are C
52
j states. The twisted mod-
uli Y2 is trapped at a fixed-point within the
D52-brane, whereas the dilaton S and un-
twisted moduli Ti live in the full 10d space-
time.
dangerous FCNCs involving the first and second
families using two different mechanisms. Firstly
in the limit of twisted moduli domination, the
first/second family scalar masses are negligible
at the high-scale due to sequestering. This leads
to universal low-energy squark and slepton mass
matrices that are approximately diagonal due to
flavour-blind RGE running effects in analogy to
g˜MSB models. Moving away from the twisted
moduli limit by introducing gravity mediation con-
tributions removes the sequestering, and so the
first/second family soft scalar masses are no longer
negligible at the high scale which spoils this mech-
anism for suppressing FCNCs. However, we find
that the physical gluino and squark sparticle masses
are sufficiently heavy to ameliorate the FCNC
constraints when we make the additional assump-
tion that the soft scalar mass matrices are diag-
onal in family-space at the high-scale. The weaker experimental constraints on the third
family FCNCs allows us to treat these fields differently. Direct coupling to the twisted
moduli gives heavier third family soft masses at the high-scale that prove helpful in achiev-
ing successful electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and a sufficiently heavy lightest
CP-even Higgs mass.
Our setup involves two stacks of perpendicular intersecting D5-branes where a copy of
the MSSM gauge group GMSSM lives on both stacks. We assume a hierarchy between the
different toroidal compactification radii R52 ≫ R51 which implies that the corresponding
gauge couplings on each brane are also hierarchical with g52 ≪ g51 . This assumption allows
us to treat the 51-brane (and any attached open string states) as effectively localised at
the 4d intersection region between branes. Also the resulting hierarchy between gauge
couplings ensures that the diagonal product of MSSM gauge groups is dominated by the
components living within the 52-brane. This “single brane dominance” limit allows for
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gauge coupling unification on the 52-brane. However the 51-brane could not be ignored
from the start since it facilitates the localisation of open string states C5152 at the 4d
intersection which we identify with the first and second quark/lepton families. In contrast
the third family and Higgs doublets are allocated to open string states C52j with both ends
attached to the 52-brane
7. We choose the following allocation of MSSM superfields:
QiL , LiL , U
c
iR , D
c
iR , E
c
iR ≡ C5152 (i = 1, 2) (2.2)
U c3R , D
c
3R , E
c
3R ≡ C523 , Hu , Hd ≡ C522 , Q3L , L3L ≡ C521
At the renormalisable level, the superpotential is constrained by string selection rules [17]
to have the following allowed terms (subject to gauge-invariance) 8:
Wren ∼ C521 C522 C523 + C523 C5152 C5152 (2.3)
and the allocation of states in Eq.(2.2) leads to hierarchical Yukawa (and trilinear) matrices
with a non-zero (33) entry, and the other (smaller) elements of the Yukawa matrices re-
quired to generate the other fermion masses are assumed to arise from higher-dimensional
operators. We will also impose an R-parity (or gauge-invariance if the model is embedded
within a larger gauge group) to forbid the R-parity violating string-allowed superpotential
terms given by the second term in Eq.(2.3). Notice that the renormalisable superpotential
contains no Higgsino mixing term µHuHd.
In a previous paper [14] we discovered that a straightforward application of low-energy
supergravity formulae for soft parameters, using the standard type I Ka¨hler potentials for
open string states [17] and Goldstino parameterisation of SUSY breaking, does not lead
to sequestered first/second family (C5152) soft scalar masses in the limit of twisted moduli
domination. In fact m2
C5152
is independent of the separation r ∼ O(R52) between the SUSY
breaking Y2 and the D5-brane intersection. In Ref. [14] we proposed a modified Ka¨hler
potential KC5152 for C
5152 states with an explicit dependence on r that, by construction,
exhibits sequestering in the twisted moduli domination limit. Note that we have chosen
a sequestering exponential factor e−(M∗R52 )
2
= e−(T2+T2)/4 which is different from the
usual Yukawa-like factor in the parallel-brane sequestered models, since we assume that
this suppression factor originates from a non-perturbative instanton effect due to strings
stretching between different fixed points [27]. The relevant terms in the Ka¨hler potential
for the open string states in Eq.(2.2) are 9:
K
C
52
1
=
|C521 |2
T3 + T3
, K
C
52
2
=
|C522 |2
S + S
, K
C
52
3
=
|C523 |2
T1 + T1
(2.4)
KC5152 =
|C5152 |2√
S + S
√
T3 + T3
exp
[
X2
6
(
1− e−(T2+T2)/4
)]
(2.5)
7This construction is a simplification of an existing Z6-orbifold compactification in the presence of a
background flux [19, 20], where the Pati-Salam group arises on both stacks of branes, and three families
are divided between the C5152 and C52j open string states.
8The coefficients in Eq.(2.3) are of order g52 leading to approximate Yukawa unification for the third
family. There will be further corrections coming from higher-order operators in a more complete theory of
flavour which may relax Yukawa unification further.
9Throughout we will suppress powers of the fundamental string scale M∗ with the understanding that
the VEVs of S, Ti and Y2 are in units of M∗.
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where we have assumed that all Ka¨hler potentials are “canonical”, i.e. diagonal 10; and the
modified C5152 potential involves the combination X = Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2) due to
modular anomaly cancellation arguments [24]. In the limit of vanishing compactification
radius R52 =
√
T2 + T2/2 −→ 0, we recover the usual expression for KC5152 [17]. For the
closed string dilaton and moduli states, we use the standard Ka¨hler potentials:
K(S, S, Ti, Ti, Y2, Y2) = − ln(S + S)−
3∑
i=1
ln(Ti + Ti) + Kˆ
[
Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2)
]
(2.6)
but we choose to leave the precise form of the twisted moduli Ka¨hler potential Kˆ as an
unknown function with an argument X = Y2+Y2− δGS ln(T2+T2) [29]. We will choose to
fix the first and second derivatives Kˆ ′ ≡ ∂XKˆ(X) = 0 and Kˆ ′′ ≡ ∂2XKˆ(X) = 1 as discussed
in section 2.1.2. However the mixing induced between T2 and Y2 by Kˆ(X) means that the
Ka¨hler metric is no longer diagonal (after ignoring negligible VEVs for the matter fields).
Therefore, in order to invert the Ka¨hler metric, we use the same techniques as Ref [22, 23]
to define the SUSY breaking with Goldstino angles where FT2 and FY2 are expanded in
inverse powers of the T2 + T2 VEV as discussed in Appendix A.
2.1.1 SUSY breaking parameters
The soft Lagrangian Lsoft is given by:
−LMSSMsoft =
1
2
(
M1B˜B˜ +M2W˜ W˜ +M3g˜g˜
)
+ h.c.
+(Auij Y
u
ij ) u˜
∗
iRQ˜jLHu − (Adij Y dij) d˜∗iRQ˜jLHd − (Aeij Y eij) e˜∗iRL˜jLHd + h.c. (2.7)
+Q˜†iL
(
m2
Q˜
)
ij
Q˜jL + L˜
†
iL
(
m2
L˜
)
ij
L˜jL + u˜
∗
iR
(
m2u˜
)
ij
u˜jR + d˜
∗
iR
(
m2
d˜
)
ij
d˜jR
+e˜∗iR
(
m2e˜
)
ij
e˜jR +m
2
HuH
∗
uHu +m
2
Hd
H∗dHd − (BµHuHd + h.c.)
where (B˜, W˜ , g˜) are the bino, wino and gluino gauginos respectively; (Hu,Hd) are the scalar
components of the two Higgs doublets; and u˜iR, d˜iR, e˜iR
(
Q˜iL, L˜iL
)
are the squark/slepton
singlets (doublets) respectively.
We apply standard SUGRA formulae to Eqs.(2.4-2.6) - using the SUSY breaking F-
terms from Eq.(A.8) with k = 1 - to obtain expressions for the squark/slepton mass-squared
matrices m2, the gaugino masses Mi, and the soft trilinear matrices Aij [18]. These soft
parameters provide grand unified theory (GUT) scale boundary conditions for the RGE
analysis. We do not specify B or µ at the GUT-scale since they can be exchanged for tan β
and the measured value of MZ0 by imposing radiative EWSB at the weak-scale.
• Soft scalar masses:
Using the canonically-normalised Ka¨hler potentials in Eq.(2.4,2.5), we find that the
squark and slepton mass-squared matrices take the following form in family space at the
10We refer the reader to Ref. [28] for a recent discussion of canonical Ka¨hler potentials.
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high-scale:
m2
Q˜
, m2
L˜
, m2u˜ , m
2
d˜
, m2e˜ =


m2
C5152
m2
C5152
0
m2
C5152
m2
C5152
0
0 0 m2
C
52
1,3

 (2.8)
where the degenerate first/second family mass-squared is given by:
m2C5152 = m
2
3/2
[
1− 3
2
sin2 θ − 1
2
cos2 θ sin2 φ−
(
1− e−(T2+T¯2)/4
)
cos2 θ cos2 φ (2.9)
−X
3
cos2 θ sin2 φ δGS
(
1− e−(T2+T¯2)/4
)
+
X2
96
cos2 θ sin2 φ e−(T2+T¯2)/4(T2 + T¯2)2
− 1
16
√
3
cos2 θ cosφ sin φ e−(T2+T¯2)/4
{
8(T2 + T¯2) + δGS X
}
X
]
+O
[
δGS e
−(T2+T2)/4
(T2 + T2)
]
with X = Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2); and the third family mass-squared is
m2
C
52
1
, m2
C
52
3
= m23/2
(
1− cos2 θ sin2 φ) (2.10)
In the twisted moduli dominated limit, m2
C5152
−→ 0 due to the exponential suppression.
Only diagonal mass matrix entries are generated by gauge loops in the renormalisation
to low energies. Departing from twisted moduli domination introduces a non-negligible
m2
C5152
, and then we require an additional family symmetry to suppress the (1, 2) entries
at the GUT scale in order to avoid predicting large FCNCs. In practice then, for all
numerical estimates, we will use family diagonal boundary conditions for sfermion soft
masses.
The Higgs doublet soft scalar masses-squared are universal at the high-scale:
m2Hu , m
2
Hd
≡ m2
C
52
2
= m23/2
(
1− 3 sin2 θ) (2.11)
• Soft gaugino masses:
The soft gaugino masses explicitly depend on the gauge couplings. In this work we
assume that all three Standard Model couplings unify to a common value at the usual GUT-
scale MGUT ∼ 2× 1016 GeV, and the unified gauge coupling is determined by running the
RGEs up from the weak-scale. The soft masses are given by:
Mα =
√
3m3/2 g
2
α
8pi
cos θ
[
sinφ√
3
{
T2 + T¯2 +
sα
4pi
δGS
}
(2.12)
− cosφ
{
δGS
T2 + T¯2
− sα
4pi
}]
+O
[
δGS
(T2 + T2)2
]
where for simplicity we have chosen the sα parameters to be the 1-loop beta-function
coefficients (i.e. sα = 2pi(33/5, 1,−3) for α = U(1)Y , SU(2)L, , SU(3)C) in agreement
with Refs [22, 23]. This can happen in Z3 and Z7 orbifold models, but in general sα are
highly model dependent parameters related to the Green-Schwarz coefficients [24].
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• Soft trilinears:
Recall that the allocation of MSSM states in Eq.(2.2) is constrained by the string
selection rules in Eq.(2.3) to give a hierarchical Yukawa (and trilinear) texture with a dom-
inant (33) entry at leading-order. The other elements are assumed to arise from (unspeci-
fied) higher-dimensional operators in order to match the measured first and second family
fermion masses at the weak-scale after RGE running. Therefore we expect that (generi-
cally) the Yukawa matrices have non-diagonal elements even at the high-scale. However for
simplicity we choose to impose GUT-scale boundary conditions on the trilinear couplings
Afij Y
f
ij (f = u, d, e) in Eq.(2.7) that ignore the effect of any higher-dimensional operators.
Then the GUT-scale trilinears have a single non-zero (33) element:
Afij Y
f
ij =

 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 AY f33

 (f = u, d, e) (2.13)
where Y f33 is the (33) element of the (running) Yukawa matrix Y
f at the GUT-scale. Notice
that we are not explicitly imposing a hierarchical (33) texture on the GUT-scale Yukawa
matrices, since their form at the GUT-scale is determined by running the RGEs up from
the correct weak-scale values (after CKM mixing). The universal soft trilinear A is found
to be:
A ≡ A
C
52
1 C
52
2 C
52
3
= −m3/2 cos θ sinφ+O
[
δGS
(T2 + T2)2
]
(2.14)
where we have assumed no explicit dilaton/moduli dependence in the Yukawa couplings 11.
2.1.2 Choice of model parameters
At this stage we have a variety of (arbitrary) independent parameters, and in order to make
progress we make the theoretically-motivated assumptions given in Table 1 to leave four
independent parameters m3/2, tan β, φ and θ to scan over. Note that the θ Goldstino angle
is constrained to the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ arcsin(1/√3) to avoid tachyonic soft Higgs doublet
masses at the GUT-scale as shown by Eq.(2.11). This constraint allows the electroweak
symmetry to be radiatively broken by running the RGEs down to the weak-scale instead
of a tree-level breaking at the GUT-scale.
In section 2.1 we commented that the twisted moduli Ka¨hler potential is an unknown
function of Y2, T2 and δGS with an argument X = Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2) required to
cancel modular anomalies [24]. We have chosen to follow previous analyses [22, 23] and
assume that the derivatives of Kˆ(X) satisfy the following constraints: Kˆ ′ ≡ ∂XKˆ(X) = 0
and Kˆ ′′ ≡ ∂2XKˆ(X) = 1, where ∂XKˆ = 0 ensures that potentially problematic Fayet-
Illiopoulos terms ξFI ∼ Kˆ ′ vanish. The Green-Schwarz parameter is a model-dependent
negative integer O(−10), and for simplicity we set δGS = −10.
11This is not entirely true in type I models since the Yukawa couplings are equal to the D-brane gauge
couplings which are functions of the dilaton and moduli fields. See Refs.[25, 30, 31] for a recent discussion.
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Parameter Constraint Comments
† gravitino mass m3/2 100 - 10,000 GeV sets SUSY breaking scale
† Goldstino angle θ 0 ≤ θ ≤ arcsin(1/√3) for Higgs masses m2
C
52
2
≥ 0
† Goldstino angle φ 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi/2
Goldstino angles Θ1,2,3 1/
√
3
Ka¨hler potential Kˆ(X) ∂XKˆ = 0, ∂
2
XKˆ = 1 vanishing F.I. term
Green-Schwarz coefficient δGS -10 agrees with [22, 23]
VEV of (T2 + T¯2) 50 from gauge unification
VEV of (Y2 + Y¯2) 0 from gauge unification
† tanβ 2-50
MGUT determined by RGE running
Sign of µ-parameter sgn(µ) > 0 motivated by b→ s γ, gµ − 2
Table 1: The choice of high-scale (upper) and low-scale (lower) parameters for our model, where
those marked with † are input parameters.
In Appendix A we discuss how to diagonalise the Ka¨hler metric when it is non-diagonal
due to the mixing between T2 and Y2 induced by Kˆ(X). We can define the SUSY breaking
F-terms, and therefore the soft parameters, by expanding in inverse-powers of the T2 + T2
VEV. This expansion is reliable when T2 + T2 is sufficiently large in string-scale M∗ units.
We also know that the (tree-level) gauge couplings gα are functions of T2+ T2 and Y2+ Y2
through the gauge kinetic functions fα = T2 +
sα
4piY2 and the relation Refα = 4pi/g
2
α.
However the parameters sα are not equal for all three groups of the MSSM, which implies
that at tree-level the gauge couplings do not unify to a single coupling g2GUT ≈ 4pi/25. Thus
in order to achieve unification we must appeal to (unspecified) higher-order corrections to
the gauge kinetic functions. In this work we will assume that these higher-order corrections
only account for a small correction to the tree-level value and so we choose that:
(T2 + T2) = 50 and (Y2 + Y2) = 0 (2.15)
which is entirely consistent with coupling unification and different sα. This value of T2+T2
is also sufficiently large to justify the series expansion of F-terms, and we can neglect the
higher-order corrections to the soft parameters in Eqs.(2.9,2.12,2.14).
Throughout our analysis we will neglect CP-phases and consequently keep all soft
scalar squared-masses positive-definite. We demand a neutral lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP), and also that the low-energy gluino mass is not much larger than 1-2 TeV
from fine-tuning arguments [32]. In section 3.5 we will compare generalised bounds on
mass-insertion deltas derived from CP-conserving FCNC experimental data [33] to check
that our model is allowed. We will take the Higgsino µ-parameter to be positive which is
consistent with the b −→ sγ observations and recent favoured values of gµ − 2.
In addition to these theoretical constraints, we use the experimental limits on sparticle
masses given in Table 2 to constrain our allowed parameter space. Note that the experi-
mental limit for the MSSM-like lightest Higgs h0 is mh0 = 114.4 GeV. We use 111.4 GeV,
since we include a ±3 GeV error on SOFTSUSY’s prediction of mh0 = 114.4 GeV. We will
– 12 –
Sparticle Lower bound (GeV) Sparticle Lower bound (GeV)
lightest Higgs H01 111.4 sleptons e˜, µ˜ 88
neutralino χ01 37 stop t˜1 86.4
chargino χ±1 67.7 sbottom b˜1 91
gluino g˜ 195 squarks u˜, d˜, c˜, s˜ 250
stau τ˜1 76 sneutrino ν˜1 43.1
Table 2: Experimental lower bounds on sparticle masses from direct searches [34]. The first column
of experimental limits provide the strongest constraints, where the MSSM-like lightest Higgs mass
includes a 3 GeV theoretical uncertainty.
comment on the sparticle(s) that provide the strongest constraint to the viable parameter
space for a variety of model points.
We use the default version of SOFTSUSY 1.7.2 [21], which uses 2-loop RGEs for all
parameters except sfermion masses and soft trilinears. Pole values for sparticle masses are
calculated with one (and in sensitive cases) two-loop threshold contributions. We refer the
reader to the SOFTSUSY manual [21] for more details. Electroweak gauge unification fixes
the scale MX at which the boundary conditions on SUSY breaking masses are fixed:
g1(MX) = g2(MX) (2.16)
For g3, we assume unknown high-scale corrections bring the prediction g3(MX) = g1(MX)
into line with the input value of the Standard Model αs(MZ)
MS = 0.1172, which is used
for our analysis. We also use mt = 174.3 GeV, mb(mb)
MS = 4.25 GeV, the SOFTSUSY
defaults.
For the analysis of flavour changing neutral currents, a detailed Yukawa texture is
considered beyond the scope of the present paper. We therefore allow low energy data
on fermion masses and mixings to set the electroweak-scale Yukawa couplings (with an
additional assumption about whether quark mixing resides entirely in the down, or up
quark sector). We neglect neutrino masses and mixings, which will have an unimportant
effect on the rest of the sparticle spectrum. We have added the boundary conditions in
Eqs.(2.8-2.14) to the SOFTSUSY code.
In our analysis we consider also a slightly modified model from Eq.(2.2) in which
the superfields Dc3R, E
c
3R are reassigned to C
52
1 . String selection rules will then forbid a
renormalisable bottom and tau Yukawa coupling, allowing low tan β without changing the
results for the soft masses according to Eq.(2.10).
3. Results
In this section we will study the phenomenology of different SIg˜M model points around
the twisted moduli domination limit (θ = φ = 0). We observe that the viable parameter
space is greatly increased by including contributions to the SUSY breaking from gravity
mediation (FS and/or FTi 6= 0) by increasing θ, φ. In contrast we will consider the heavily
constrained untwisted T-moduli domination limit (θ = 0, φ = pi/2) and study the effect
of including twisted moduli by reducing φ. We also study a couple of intermediate points
– 13 –
with both θ and φ non-zero, and perform some scans over θ–φ with fixed m3/2 and tan β.
We will discuss the implications of FCNC bounds on our models, and give sample sparticle
spectra for some “benchmark” points.
3.1 Twisted moduli domination: θ = φ = 0
We begin our phenomenological analysis with the twisted moduli domination limit which
has not been previously studied in the literature. In this limit the first and second family
soft scalar masses are exponentially small in comparison to the third family and Higgs
soft masses, and the dominant soft trilinear vanishes as shown in the first column of Table
3. As a result the viable parameter space is restricted to a very narrow range of tan β
values, although there is still significant variation in the allowed physical masses of the (a)
lightest Higgs, (b) gluino, (c) neutralino and (d) first/second family squarks as shown in
Figure 4. The different treatment of the three families is highlighted in Figure 5 where the
first/second family squarks are significantly lighter than the lightest stop states as a result
of the hierarchy of soft masses at the GUT-scale. This leads to a characteristic sparticle
spectrum which we have labelled “stop-heavy MSSM” [20]. This constrasts with the usual
minimal SUGRA case where one stop is lighter than the other squarks due to top-Yukawa
RGE and mixing effects.
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Figure 4: Maps of viable parameter space and mass contours of (a) lightest Higgs h0, (b) gluino
g˜, (c) neutralino χ0
1
and (d) lightest squark q˜ = u˜, d˜, c˜, s˜ for θ = φ = 0.
Low values of m3/2 ≤ 3.5 TeV are forbidden by the chargino χ±1 experimental bound,
whereas the Higgs bound mh0 > 111 GeV rules out very small values of tan β
<∼ 4. The
other constraint comes from the requirement of valid radiative EWSB which rules out the
space for tan β > 4.5 and m3/2 > 3.5 TeV.
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Soft mass/trilinear (a) φ = 0 (b) φ = 0.05 (c) φ = 0.07 (d) φ = 0.1
(in m3/2 units)
1st/2nd family C5152 0.002 0.572 0.801 0.143
3rd family C521,3 1 0.999 0.998 0.995
Higgses C522 1 1 1 1
Trilinear A
C
52
1 C
52
2 C
52
3
0 -0.050 -0.070 -0.100
M1 0.121 0.138 0.145 0.155
M2 0.024 0.069 0.087 0.114
M3 -0.045 0.020 0.046 0.085
Table 3: Numerical values of soft SUSY breaking parameters (in units of m3/2) as φ is increased
with θ = 0 kept fixed. We assume that the unified GUT-scale gauge coupling is αGUT ≈ 1/25 in
order to estimate the relative size of the gaugino masses.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the mass contours for (left) first/second family squarks q˜ = u˜, d˜, c˜, s˜ and
(right) stop squark t˜1 for θ = φ = 0.
There is an intriguing experimental signature of the twisted moduli limit from the
quasi-degeneracy of the lightest neutralino and chargino states. This is similar to the
situation in anomaly mediated SUSY breaking [9], and can be understood from the first
column of Table 3 since the soft bino and wino gaugino masses have the ratio M1 ≈ 5M2.
Therefore the lightest chargino mass eigenstate (mχ±1
) is roughly the wino (M2), and so
is the lightest neutralino mass eigenstate (mχ01) (up to electroweak corrections). The light
Higgs mass mh0 < 117 GeV and heavy stop are other indicators of the scenario.
3.2 Moving away from twisted moduli domination by switching on T-moduli
In this section we will try to understand the effect of the twisted moduli F-term on the
viable parameter space by increasing the value of φ to move away from the twisted moduli
domination limit. We keep θ = 0 fixed which eliminates any contributions from the dilaton
(FS = 0), and so increasing φ includes the untwisted T-moduli F-term contributions to the
overall SUSY breaking VEV.
In Table 3 we show how the numerical values of the GUT-scale soft parameters (in
m3/2 units) are affected by increasing φ. The common first and second family soft scalar
masses rapidly increase, while the third family and Higgses remain more or less constant.
The soft trilinear is no longer vanishing, and the soft gaugino masses also rise - in fact the
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gluino soft mass changes sign relative to the twisted moduli domination limit. We plot the
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Figure 6: The viable parameter space (Allowed) opens up as φ is increased with θ = 0 fixed; (a)
φ = 0, (b) φ = 0.05, (c) φ = 0.07 and (d) φ = 0.1. Note that (d) extends up to include tanβ = 50.
We label the surrounding regions of parameter space by the sparticle(s) that provide the strongest
constraints.
evolution of the viable parameter space in Figure 6, and as expected we observe that the
space rapidly opens up with increasing φ. In each case the lightest Higgs mass experimental
limit excludes very small tan β regions. Moving from (a) to (d) we see that the strongest
constraints on the lower m3/2 region of parameter space comes from the chargino, gluino
and finally lightest Higgs experimental bounds. The remaining forbidden space is ruled out
by the requirement of EWSB. It is interesting to observe that for larger values of φ >∼ 0.1
the large-m3/2 region is excluded by tachyons, and this tachyon boundary sweeps towards
small-m3/2 as φ increases further. Although not shown, the inclusion of non-zero FTi also
lifts the degeneracy of the lightest neutralino and chargino states.
3.3 Moving away from untwisted T-moduli domination by switching on twisted
moduli
In contrast to section 3.2 we will now focus on the other extreme case of untwisted T-
moduli domination, and study the effect of including the twisted moduli contributions by
decreasing φ away from its maximal pi/2 value. Once more we keep θ = 0 fixed to eliminate
the dilaton effects. Table 4 gives the numerical values of the soft GUT-scale parameters
in units of m3/2. Note that the Higgs doublet soft mass remains fixed, while the first and
second family mass is also approximately constant. The third family scalar mass vanishes
– 16 –
initially in the limit of untwisted moduli domination, while the wino and gluino (bino) soft
gaugino masses decrease (increase) respectively.
Soft mass/trilinear (a) φ = pi/2 (b) φ = 15pi/32 (c) φ = 7pi/16 (d) φ = 3pi/8
(in m3/2 units)
1st/2nd family C5152 11.45 11.39 11.23 10.58
3rd family C521,3 0 0.098 0.195 0.383
Higgses C522 1 1 1 1
Trilinear A
C
52
1 C
52
2 C
52
3
-1 -0.995 -0.981 -0.924
M1 0.340 0.350 0.357 0.361
M2 0.900 0.898 0.887 0.841
M3 1.300 1.289 1.266 1.184
Table 4: Numerical value of soft SUSY breaking parameters (in units of m3/2 with αGUT ≈ 1/25)
as φ is decreased with θ = 0 kept fixed.
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Figure 7: The viable parameter space (Allowed) opens up as φ is increased with θ = 0 fixed; (a)
φ = pi/2, (b) φ = 15pi/32, (c) φ = 7pi/16 and (d) φ = 3pi/8. The viable space for (a) has τ˜1 as the
LSP and is therefore excluded anyway. We label the surrounding regions of parameter space with
the sparticle(s) that provide the strongest constraints.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the parameter space as we move away from T-moduli
domination. The first important feature to notice from (a) is that only a very tiny patch
of parameter space is allowed since the majority is forbidden by low-energy tachyons. The
strongest constraints come from the lightest Higgs and stau (later lightest neutralino)
experimental bounds, but the allowed region for T-moduli domination has a stau LSP and
is therefore ruled out anyway by experimental constraints (e.g. searches for anomalously
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heavy nuclei predicted by nucleosynthesis). We observe from (a) to (d) how the inclusion of
twisted moduli opens up the viable region by pushing back the stau/neutralino boundaries,
lifting their degeneracy and yielding a neutralino LSP. Decreasing φ even further also pushes
back the tachyon boundary to larger m3/2, until we reach the limits considered in Section
3.2 where the experimental sparticle constraints reappear at low m3/2.
3.4 General SUSY breaking with dilaton and moduli F-terms
In the previous sections we have observed the effects of varying φ (with θ = 0 fixed)
on the evolution of the viable parameter space. We have seen that both twisted and
untwisted moduli dominated limits have severely constrained parameter spaces that can
be enlarged by including the effects from the other moduli F-term. We can predict that the
least constrained models are likely to involve both types of moduli contributions (and also
dilaton effects), and in this section we will briefly study two sample points with non-zero
θ, φ Goldstino angles.
3.4.1 Twisted moduli domination with dilaton and moduli F-terms: θ = φ = 0.1
We will first study a point close to the twisted moduli domination limit with θ = φ = 0.1,
where we include additional contributions from the dilaton and untwisted moduli F-terms.
The GUT-scale soft masses are given in Table 5.
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Figure 8: Maps of viable parameter space and mass contours of (a) lightest Higgs h0, (b) gluino
g˜, (c) neutralino χ0
1
and (d) lightest stop t˜1 for θ = φ = 0.1.
Comparing the results shown in Figure 8 with Figure 6 (d) we conclude that there is
only a very weak dependence on θ. In terms of constraints, the main differences to the
twisted moduli dominated limit are the range of allowed tan β values and the presence of
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Soft mass/trilinear (in m3/2 units) Soft mass/trilinear (in m3/2 units)
1st/2nd family C5152 1.135 M1 0.154
3rd family C521,3 0.995 M2 0.113
Higgses C522 0.985 M3 0.085
Trilinear A
C
52
1 C
52
2 C
52
3
-0.0993
Table 5: Numerical value of soft SUSY breaking parameters (in units of m3/2 with αGUT ≈ 1/25)
for θ = φ = 0.1.
tachyons at large m3/2. The lightest Higgs limit provides the only experimental constraint
at low tan β and small m3/2. This model point allows heavier particles, for example the
lightest Higgs h0 can be as heavy as 120 GeV.
3.4.2 Vanishing soft Higgs mass: θ = arcsin(1/
√
3), φ = 0.1
We will now study an interesting model point where the Higgs doublet soft mass vanishes
at the GUT-scale by choosing θ = arcsin(1/
√
3), as shown by Eq.(2.11). We set φ = 0.1
to avoid first/second family (C5152) tachyonic soft masses. The numerical values of the
corresponding soft parameters are given in Table 6.
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Figure 9: Maps of viable parameter space and mass contours of (a) lightest Higgs h0, (b) gluino g˜
and (c) neutralino χ0
1
and (d) stop t˜1 for θ = arcsin(1/
√
3) , φ = 0.1 where the soft Higgs doublet
mass vanishes at the GUT-scale.
The viable parameter space and sparticle mass contours are shown in Figure 9. It is
clear that the vanishing soft mass for the Higgs doublets does not restrict the allowed space,
and the only constraint originates from the lightest Higgs (and also chargino) experimental
bounds at low values of tan β and m3/2. The vanishing Higgs mass ensures that there are
– 19 –
Soft mass/trilinear (in m3/2 units) Soft mass/trilinear (in m3/2 units)
1st/2nd family C5152 0.839 M1 0.126
3rd family C521,3 0.997 M2 0.093
Higgses C522 0 M3 0.069
Trilinear A
C
52
1 C
52
2 C
52
3
-0.082
Table 6: Numerical value of soft SUSY breaking parameters (in units of m3/2 with αGUT ≈ 1/25)
for θ = arcsin(1/
√
3), φ = 0.1.
no regions ruled out by the EWSB constraints, and also tachyonic scalars do not exclude
regions with large m3/2. The sparticle mass contours take similar values to the previously
studied model points, except that the lightest stop can now be much heavier, and the
lightest Higgs can reach mh0 ≈ 122 GeV.
3.5 Comments on Flavour Changing Neutral Current constraints
One of the most appealing features of sequestered models is the geometrical explanation for
the suppression of flavour changing processes due to negligible direct tree-level couplings
between Standard Model and SUSY breaking fields. Using EFT techniques, we find that
the contributions from non-renormalisable higher dimensional operators are exponentially-
suppressed by the separation r between branes and the UV cutoff scale ΛUV after inte-
grating out the high-scale physics. In fact the dominant contributions to flavour changing
off-diagonal mass-matrix elements in these parallel-brane models arise from loop correc-
tions involving bulk fields. Therefore the squarks and sleptons start out almost massless
at the GUT-scale, and receive soft masses at low energy only through RGE running effects
involving the gauge couplings which couple in a flavour-blind way, leading to universal soft
mass matrices at the low scale. The same mechanism suppresses the first/second family
FCNCs in the twisted moduli domination limit of our SIg˜M model. The separation of the
third family fields with a heavier soft scalar mass is allowed since the third family FCNCs
are only weakly constrained by experiment. In fact a heavier third family at low-energies
proves helpful in achieving successful EWSB and a sufficiently heavy lightest CP-even Higgs
mass.
It is common to parameterise the amount of flavour violation using the mass-insertion
(MI) approximation. In this work we have generalised the CP-conserving constraints on
the MI deltas 12 derived from experiment in Ref. [33] to test the viability of our model for
various θ–φ points. The results of comparing the predicted MI deltas with the experimental
limits for these points is shown in Table 7. Recall from Ref. [33] that each CP-conserving
flavour changing observable is calculable in terms of combinations of MI deltas, e.g. ∆mK
from K0–K
0
mixing and BR(b −→ s γ). Assuming no accidental cancellations we can use
experimental bounds to calculate upper limits on each separate MI delta as functions of
the physical squark and gluino masses. For every tan β–m3/2 point within the allowed
12We have assumed that all soft parameters are automatically real by neglecting CP-phases in the F-
terms, and hence we cannot utilise the experimental electric dipole moment and ǫ′/ǫ bounds to constrain
our models. However we will not invoke the experimental lepton flavour violation limits since we do not
claim to have a theory of neutrino masses in this work.
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Ratio R[δ] = δSS/δexp θ = φ = 0 θ = φ = 0.1 θ = 0.615, φ = 0.1
Weak-scale mixing up down up up
R[(δd11)LR] (5.4 − 5.1)× 10−3 (5.4 − 5.1) × 10−3 (5− 3.7) × 10−4 (6− 4)× 10−4
R[(δd22)LR] (6.3− 6)× 10−3 (5.6 − 5.2) × 10−3 (6− 4.4) × 10−4 (7− 4.6)× 10−4
R[(δd12)LL] (7− 3.5) × 10−2 0.3− 0.1 (1.6 − 0.4)× 10−3 (1.2 − 0.3) × 10−3
R[(δd12)LR] (6− 1.5) × 10−7 (6− 1.5)× 10−7 (1− 0.04) × 10−8 (1.5− 0.05) × 10−8
R[
√
(δd12)LL(δ
d
12)RR] (2− 0.8) × 10−4 6.5− 3.5 (2− 0.1) × 10−6 (5− 0.2)× 10−6
R[(δu12)LL] 0.1− 0.05 (3− 1)× 10−4 (5− 0.8) × 10−4 (5− 0.5)× 10−4
R[(δu12)LR] (8− 1)× 10−9 (8− 1)× 10−9 (3− 0.15) × 10−5 (5− 0.2)× 10−5
R[
√
(δu12)LL(δ
u
12)RR] 0.8− 0.45 (1− 0.5)× 10−7 (7− 1)× 10−4 (1− 0.1)× 10−3
R[(δd23)LL] (3− 0.7) × 10−3 (8− 2)× 10−3 (1− 0.03) × 10−3 (1− 0.02) × 10−3
R[(δd23)LR] (2− 0.3) × 10−5 (2− 0.3)× 10−5 (5− 0.1) × 10−5 (1− 0.01) × 10−4
Table 7: Ranges of the ratio R[δ] = δSS/δexp of mass-insertion deltas for the three different θ–φ
model points in sections 3.1, 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, with weak-scale mixing in either the up or down-quark
sectors. The ranges come from scanning over allowed points in the tanβ–m3/2 plane.
parameter space, we can calculate the ratio R[δ] = δSS/δexp between the actual MI delta
matrix element δSS (calculated by SOFTSUSY) and the corresponding experimental limit
δexp, where regions with a ratio greater that unity are ruled out. In Figure 10 we plot
contours of the ratio R[δ] for two particular delta matrix elements with weak-scale mixing
in the up-quark sector - (δu)LL and
√
(δu12)LL (δ
u
12)RR - in the limit of twisted moduli
domination, that are very close to being excluded by experiment. We obtain similar plots
for the other MI deltas, and also for the θ = φ = 0.1 and θ = 0.615, φ = 0.1 model points,
and the relative ratios R[δ] are compared in Table 7. We also include the ratios for the
twisted moduli domination limit, but with weak-scale mixing shifted to the down-quark
sector.
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Figure 10: The ratio between mass-insertion deltas predicted by SOFTSUSY (with weak-scale
mixing in the up-quark sector only) against the bounds deduced from experiment [33] for θ = φ = 0:
(a) (δu
12
)LL, (b)
√
(δu
12
)LL(δu12)RR are closest to being ruled out or probed by experiment.
We observe that the model points (with weak-scale mixing in the up-quark sector) in
Table 7 easily satisfy the experimental constraints with ranges of ratios R[δ]≪ 1. We have
already discussed that the mechanism for suppressing FCNCs in the twisted moduli limit
is analogous to the g˜MSB models. However there is a different mechanism at work that
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solves the SUSY flavour problem when we move away from twisted moduli domination since
the inclusion of gravitational SUSY breaking effects spoils the sequestering to give non-
negligible first/second family soft sfermion masses at the high-scale. The suppression of
FCNCs can be understood by studying the expressions for the soft parameters in Eqs.(2.8-
2.14) and observing how the MI deltas vary with different gluino and first/second family
squark masses [33]. For example, the diagonal soft mass-squaredm2
C5152
for the first/second
family squarks grows rapidly with increasing φ since the first term in the second line of
Eq.(2.9) dominates. Also the gluino mass increases as the first term in Eq.(2.12) dominates,
and a heavier gluino leads to heavier weak-scale squarks through RGE running. The heavier
gluino and squark masses, in combination with the assumption of family-diagonal soft scalar
mass-matrices at the high-scale, are sufficient to suppress the first/second family FCNCs
and ameliorate the SUSY flavour problem.
The values of the ratios R[δ] given in Table 7 for the twisted moduli domination limit
are shown to have an explicit dependence on whether the weak-scale boundary conditions
for the quark Yukawa matrix parameters are imposed in the up or down-quark sectors,
although the physical sparticle masses remain unaffected. For instance if the weak-scale
mixing occurs exclusively in the down-quark sector, then the mixing induced in the up-
quark sector should be relatively small since the up Yukawa has more effect on the up-
squarks. Comparing the relative ratios R[δ] for the twisted moduli domination limit in
Table 7, we see that moving the weak-scale Yukawa mixing into the down-quark sector has
little effect on the mixed-parity MI deltas – (δd11)LR, (δ
2
22)LR, (δ
d
12)LR, (δ
u
12)LR and (δ
d
23)LR –
but greatly affects the same-parity MI deltas (although (δd23)LL only slightly changes). The
main effect is to weaken the constraints on (δu12)LL and
√
(δu12)LL (δ
u
12)RR, that are close
to experimental limits with up-quark sector mixing as shown in Figure 10, but strengthen
the constraints on the equivalent down sector MI deltas (δd12)LL and
√
(δd12)LL (δ
d
12)RR. In
fact, the value for
√
(δd12)LL (δ
d
12)RR implies that the twisted moduli limit is ruled out by
experiment, albeit with weak-scale mixing only in the down-quark sector.
3.6 Parameter scans over θ–φ
In this section we will study the θ–φ dependence of our SIg˜M model for different choices of
tan β and m3/2. The unitarity of the Goldstino angle parameterisation in Eq.(2.1) - where
F 2S +
∑
i F
2
Ti
+ F 2Y2 = F
2 - enables us to plot points in the square θ–φ parameter space as
points within a triangle 13 with sides labelled by sin2(θ) and sin2(φ), where each triangle
vertex corresponds to a particular limit of SUSY breaking as shown in Figure 11.
Therefore for a generic choice of θ and φ (away from any domination limit), the relative
contributions from each closed string F-term can be easily determined by measuring the
perpendicular distance of the θ–φ point away from each side of the triangle. Note that
many earlier studies have not considered twisted moduli contributions to SUSY breaking,
and so these analyses are constrained to the S − T base of the triangle in Figure 11.
13Similar triangular plots arise when discussing the relative mixing of eigenstates in neutrino oscilla-
tions [35].
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Figure 11: Generic points within the square θ–φ parameter space (left panel) can be mapped on
to a triangular coordinate system sin2(θ)–sin2(φ) (right panel). The region above/left of the thick
(red) line is forbidden since there is no radiative EWSB as the symmetry is already broken at the
GUT-scale by tachyonic Higgs doublet soft scalar masses. We also label the different limits of SUSY
breaking domination (S, T, Y ) which correspond to the vertices of the triangle.
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Figure 12: Sparticle mass contours (in GeV) for m3/2 = 700 GeV and tanβ = 5: (i) lightest higgs
h0, (ii) neutralino χ0
1
, (iii) gluino g˜ and (iv) stau τ˜1. The excluded regions are marked, and there
is also a tiny area close to untwisted moduli domination (sin2 φ ≈ 1.0) where τ˜1 is the LSP.
We have studied the allowed parameter spaces for various combinations of m3/2–tan β
and sparticle mass contours are shown in Figures 12-14. We plot the (i) lightest higgs
h0, (ii) neutralino χ01, (iii) gluino g˜ and lightest squark/slepton state which is either the
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(iv) stau τ˜1 or stop t˜1. In Figure 12 we observe that the viable θ–φ parameter space
for m3/2 = 700 GeV, tan β = 5 - which is not already forbidden by radiative symmetry
breaking - is only weakly constrained, although the region with sin2 φ <∼ 0.3 does not predict
a sufficiently heavy Higgs h0. Also there is a small region around the T-moduli domination
limit (sin2 θ ≈ 0, sin2 φ ≈ 1) where the lightest stau state τ˜1 is the LSP and is ruled out by
experimental constraints. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 7 (a).
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Figure 13: Sparticle mass contours (in GeV) for m3/2 = 1 TeV and tanβ = 5: (i) lightest higgs
h0, (ii) neutralino χ0
1
, (iii) gluino g˜, (iv) stau τ˜1. The region with small φ is excluded by the
experimental Higgs bound, and large φ points are ruled out by weak-scale tachyons.
Comparing Figures 12 and 13 demonstrates that even a slight increase in m3/2 can
significantly reduce the parameter space by truncating the viable region at larger values of
φ due to the presence of weak-scale tachyons. Also the experimental Higgs bound becomes
less constraining since it is pushed to smaller φ. The range of viable Higgs and gluino
masses is unaffected by the increase in m3/2, although the positions of the contours in
θ–φ space are shifted. However the neutralinos and squark/slepton sparticles can be much
heavier, and the lightest squark/slepton state is typically the stau 14. There are also regions
with small sin2 φ <∼ 0.1−0.2 in Figures 12 and 13 where the stop squark mass is comparable
to the stau.
When m3/2 is raised further, we see that the viable parameter space becomes increas-
ingly narrow as weak-scale tachyons sweep in from large φ. The small φ experimental Higgs
h0 limit is replaced by another tachyon boundary, and a region opens up around sin2 θ,
14Notice that the lightest stau τ˜1 contours are unique in that they decrease in magnitude with increasing
φ.
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Figure 14: Sparticle mass contours (in GeV) for m3/2 = 2 TeV and tanβ = 20: (i) lightest higgs
h0, (ii) neutralino χ0
1
, (iii) gluino g˜ and (iv) stop t˜1. Note that we are using a reduced φ scale.
sin2 φ ≈ 0 where EWSB does not occur. We also observe that the gross features of the
viable parameter space (for a given m3/2) are not affected by increasing tan β, except that
the no EWSB region grows with increasing tan β. Also note that for m3/2 = 1 TeV, the
effect of increasing tan β replaces the Higgs h0 bound in Figure 13 by a similar bound from
the lightest chargino χ01 and gluino g˜ sparticles.
In Figure 14 we find that the viable parameter space form3/2 = 2 TeV, tan β = 20 is too
small to represent within the triangular framework, so we adopt the square θ–φ coordinates
with a reduced φ axis. The allowed space is constrained by low-energy tachyons at both
large and small φ, and also in the region around θ, φ = 0 where EWSB does not occur.
The larger value of tan β allows the neutralino χ01 and squark/slepton masses to be much
heavier. The stop t˜1 is now definitely lighter than the stau τ˜1 state, but it is still very
heavy mt˜1 ∼ O(m3/2).
3.7 Benchmarks
Recently there have been many studies of “benchmark” points that highlight particular
characteristics within a model parameter space 15. In Table 8 we list some sparticle spectra
for our own set of benchmark points. Point A is the twisted moduli domination limit of
section 3.1, and we also list the more general points B and C from section 3.4 where the
dilaton and moduli F-terms each contribute to SUSY breaking. The full outputs for these
three sample points can be found on
15See Refs. [36, 37] for recent examples.
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http://allanach.home.cern.ch/allanach/benchmarks/int.html
in the Les Houches Accord output format [38] to enable future Monte-Carlo analyses.
4. Discussion and Conclusions Point A B C
θ 0 0.1 0.615
φ 0 0.1 0.1
m3/2 5000 2000 2000
tan β 4 10 20
mh0 114.7 117.1 118.9
mA0 5233 1991 1500
mH0 5233 1996 1528
mH± 5234 1992 1513
mχ˜01 98.5 123 104
mχ˜02 273 179 155
mχ˜±1
98.5 178 155
mg˜ 586 509 428
mt˜1 3061 1196 1549
mt˜2 4182 1668 1789
mc˜1 , mu˜1 470 2314 1716
mc˜2 , mu˜2 482 2318 1719
mb˜1 4189 1666 1780
mb˜2 5019 2002 1977
ms˜1 , md˜1 476 2314 1716
ms˜2 , md˜2 478 2319 1721
mτ˜1 4999 1978 1947
mτ˜2 5000 1989 1983
mµ˜1 , me˜1 150 2273 1681
mµ˜2 , me˜2 239 2276 1684
mν˜e , mν˜µ 131 2275 1682
mν˜τ 4999 1988 1975
LSP χ˜01 χ˜
0
1 χ˜
0
1
Table 8: Sample spectra: All masses
are in GeV and the Goldstino angles are
given in radians. The high-scale input
soft parameter can be found in Tables
3,5 and 6 by multiplying by m3/2.
The original parallel-brane models of sequestering [9,
10] have many appealing features for supersymmet-
ric phenomenology. They offer an attractive and
simple realisation of traditional hidden-sector mod-
els by localising the Standard Model and SUSY
breaking sectors at opposite ends of a higher-dimensional
bulk spacetime. A sequestered Ka¨hler potential,
reminiscent of no-scale SUGRA models [11], pre-
dicts that there are no direct couplings between the
two sectors at leading order. Non-renormalisable
higher-dimensional operators can be constructed that
are found to give only exponentially small contribu-
tions using EFT techniques. Therefore the dom-
inant contributions to the soft masses and trilin-
ears arise from radiative corrections involving bulk
fields. The absence of significant couplings may al-
leviate the supersymmetric flavour problem since
small off-diagonal squark/slepton mass-matrix el-
ements arise at the weak-scale through calculable
RGE running effects. Unfortunately the simplest
models of sequestering have severely constrained pa-
rameter spaces, and there have been recent concerns
that the sequestered Ka¨hler potential is unnatural
in realistic string constructions [12].
This motivated us to propose a string-inspired
gaugino mediation model of sequestering with twisted
moduli [13, 14] to tackle these problems. We have
attempted to put sequestering on a firmer theoret-
ical basis by embedding it in a type I construc-
tion involving intersecting D-branes, where localised
closed string twisted moduli play the roˆle of the SUSY breaking sector that can be spatially-
separated away from open string matter fields. We proposed a modified Ka¨hler potential
for the intersection states representing MSSM fields [14] that attributes the sequestering
suppression factor (in the limit of twisted moduli domination) to non-perturbative instan-
ton effects involving strings stretching between different fixed points [27]. As we have
discussed in this paper, there are additional sources of SUSY breaking from the dilaton
and untwisted T-moduli states that can be interpreted as gravity mediated SUSY break-
ing, and we have used a Goldstino angle [15]-[17] parameterisation to control the relative
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contributions to the overall SUSY breaking. This parameterisation has allowed us to move
away smoothly from the sequestered limit – where only the twisted moduli contribute to
SUSY breaking – and study the interplay between sequestering and gravity mediation by
including the dilaton/T-moduli contributions.
In this paper we have studied the twisted moduli domination limit, where we have ob-
served that the Higgs mass is light due to restricted tan β from the EWSB constraint, and
where the large third family soft scalar masses yield a characteristic “stop-heavy MSSM”
sparticle spectrum. In this case we have found a wino-dominated LSP which results in
quasi-degenerate lightest charginos and neutralinos, leading to an opportunity, as well as
difficulties in the detection of charginos [39]. We have also considered additional contribu-
tions from the untwisted T-moduli to the twisted moduli limit, and seen that the bounds
on tan β become relaxed allowing for a larger region of viable parameter space, where the
extra contributions destroy the quasi-degeneracy between chargino and neutralino. We
have seen that the converse is also true, namely that the twisted moduli domination limit
is strongly constrained by the tachyons, but adding T-moduli contributions considerably
opens up the parameter space. We also study a particular mixed point with contributions
from both the dilaton and moduli sectors that predicts a vanishing Higgs doublet soft mass
at the GUT-scale without coming into conflict with empirical bounds, and we find that the
lightest stop can become very heavy.
The experimental constraints from FCNC processes are satisfied within our model by
two different mechanisms. Firstly in the twisted moduli domination limit, it is important
to emphasise that the first two squark and slepton families have approximately zero soft
masses at the high energy scale due to sequestering. This leads to a natural suppression
of the most dangerous flavour changing neutral currents involving the first two families.
The reason is that, at low energies, diagonal soft masses are generated for the first two
families via RGE effects proportional to gauge couplings which are flavour blind, resulting
in a universal form for the low energy soft mass matrices for the first and second family
squarks and sleptons proportional to the unit matrix. This mechanism is very similar to
that which operates in the original g˜MSB scenario, however unlike that scenario, where
all three families of squarks and sleptons have approximately zero soft masses at the high
energy scale, here this applies to only the first two families. Nevertheless this proves
sufficient to suppress the most dangerous FCNCs associated with the first two families as
our results in section 3.5 demonstrate.
The second mechanism suppresses FCNCs when we include gravity mediation effects to
move away from twisted moduli domination. We observe that the viable parameter space
rapidly increases and yields heavy sparticle masses. However the additional contributions
to SUSY breaking also spoil the sequestering such that first and second family soft scalar
masses are no longer negligible at the high-scale, and the FCNCs cannot be suppressed
as before. Instead the heavier gluino and squark masses ameliorate the SUSY flavour
problem with the additional assumption of family-diagonal sfermion mass matrices (in the
weak-basis) at the high-scale. In Table 7, we see that some of the MI deltas (δu12)LL and√
(δu12)LL(δ
u
12)RR are within a factor of a few to 100 of being probed by experiment when
we assume that the weak-scale Yukawa mixing occurs exclusively in the up-quark sector. If
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we change this assumption and move the mixing into the down-quark sector, we find that
the previous δu12 values are reduced while the equivalent δ
d
12 MI deltas become larger. In
fact this new value for
√
(δd12)LL(δ
d
12)RR effectively rules out the twisted moduli domination
limit, albeit with weak-scale mixing exclusively in the down-quark sector.
To summarise, we have performed a first phenomenological analysis of the phenomenol-
ogy of twisted moduli in type I string theory. Within this framework we have discussed a
string inspired version of gaugino mediated supersymmetry breaking where only the third
squark and slepton family feels directly the supersymmetry breaking effects of the twisted
moduli, and is therefore predicted to be significantly heavier than the first two squark and
slepton families which are massless at high energies in the twisted moduli domination limit.
More generally we have considered the smooth interpolation between such sequestered sce-
narios and gravity-mediated scenarios, by switching on the supersymmetry breaking effects
of non-twisted moduli such as S and Ti in addition to the twisted moduli Y2, which opens
up the parameter space considerably. If SUSY is discovered at the LHC it will be interest-
ing to see if the spectrum of superpartners corresponds to any of the general type I spectra
including the new sequestered effects of twisted moduli considered in this paper.
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Note Added
During the final stages of this paper, a phenomenological study [40] appeared on the archive
which considers lighter SUSY breaking masses for the first two families. There, it is shown
how the lighter two families can reconcile (g − 2)µ, dark matter and b −→ sγ constraints
compared to the usual universal minimal SUGRA assumption. There is little overlap with
the present paper except for the heavier third family sfermions, but we note that their
conclusions should qualitatively apply to our model also, adding support to it.
A. Derivation of the SUSY breaking F-terms
In this appendix we will show how the SUSY breaking F-terms are derived in terms of
Goldstino angles using a series expansion in inverse powers of T2 + T 2. We follow the
analysis in Refs. [22, 23], but generalised to three untwisted moduli Ti and D5i-branes.
Recall that the Ka¨hler potential for the dilaton and moduli (after suppressing M∗) is:
K(S, S, Ti, Ti, Y2, Y2) = − ln(S + S)−
3∑
i=1
ln(Ti + Ti) + Kˆ (A.1)
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where we choose to leave the precise form of the twisted moduli Ka¨hler potential as an
unknown function Kˆ ≡ Kˆ(X) with an argument X = Y2+Y2− δGS ln(T2+T2) required to
cancel modular anomalies [24]. The mixing induced between T2 and Y2 by this unknown
Ka¨hler potential means that the Ka¨hler metric is no longer diagonal (if we ignore open
string matter fields). In order to invert the Ka¨hler metric KJ I (where I, J = S, Ti, Y2 label
derivatives), we invoke the unitarity relation
P †KJ I P = 1 (A.2)
where the matrix P canonically normalises KJ I .
From Eq.(A.1), we obtain the following non-zero entries in the Ka¨hler metric:
KS S =
1
(S + S)2
, KTi Ti =
1
(Ti + Ti)2
(i = 1, 3) , mKY2 Y2 = Kˆ
′′ (A.3)
KT2 T2 =
1
(T2 + T2)2
[
1 + δGSKˆ
′ + δ2GSKˆ
′′
]
, KY2 T2 = KT2 Y2 = −
δGS
T2 + T2
Kˆ ′′
where Kˆ ′ (Kˆ ′′) means the first (second) derivative with respect to the argument X =
Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2).
The full Ka¨hler metric is:
KJ¯I =


1
(S+S)2
0 0 0 0
0 1
(T1+T1)2
0 0 0
0 0 1
(T2+T2)2
(
k + δ2GS
)
0 − δGS
T2+T2
0 0 0 1
(T3+T3)2
0
0 0 − δGS
T2+T2
0 Kˆ ′′


(A.4)
where I = S, Ti, Y2 and for convenience we have introduced the unphysical parameter k
which is given by:
k = (T2 + T2)
2KT2 T2 − δ2GS = 1 + δGS Kˆ ′ (A.5)
where we have made a simplifying assumption and set Kˆ ′′ = 1 in agreement with Refs. [22,
23].
Using the standard relation between F-terms, gravitino mass and the matrix P [17],
we define the F-terms using Goldstino angles as:
FI ≡


FS
FT1
FT2
FT3
FY2

 =
√
3m3/2 P


sin θ
cos θ sinφΘ1
cos θ sinφΘ2
cos θ sinφΘ3
cos θ cosφ

 (A.6)
where θ and φ are Goldstino angles,
∑
iΘ
†
iΘi = 1 and we have not included any CP-phases.
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Using Eqs.(A.2) and (A.4), we obtain an expression for the matrix P that can be
expanded for large values of (T2 + T 2) to give:
P =


S + S 0 0 0 0
0 T1 + T 1 0 0 0
0 0 T2+T 2√
k
0 − δGS
T2+T 2
0 0 0 T3 + T 3 0
0 0 δGS√
k
+
√
kδGS
(T2+T2)2
0 1− δ2GS
(T2+T 2)2


+O
[
1
(T2 + T 2)3
]
(A.7)
which leads to the following SUSY breaking F-terms from Eq.(A.6):
FS =
√
3m3/2 sin θ (S + S)
FT1 =
√
3m3/2 cos θ sinφΘ1 (T1 + T 1)
FT2 =
√
3m3/2 cos θ
[
sinφ
(T2 + T 2)√
k
Θ2 − cosφ δGS
T2 + T 2
]
(A.8)
FT3 =
√
3m3/2 cos θ sinφΘ3 (T3 + T 3)
FY2 =
√
3m3/2 cos θ
[
sinφ
(
δGS√
k
+
√
kδGS
(T2 + T 2)2
)
Θ2 + cosφ
(
1− δ
2
GS
(T2 + T 2)2
)]
where FT2 and FY2 are expanded up to O
[
1
(T2+T2)3
]
and k = 1 + δGS Kˆ
′. Notice that
setting δGS = 0 removes the mixing between T2 and Y2 to recover the standard F-term
expressions of Ref. [17].
B. Phenomenological problems with “pure” g˜MSB
In this appendix we will consider the original g˜MSB model within our D-brane setup
involving three degenerate families sequestered away from SUSY breaking along an extra
dimension [10]. It is well known that the g˜MSB scenarios are severely constrained, and
we would like to see if the additional contributions from the dilaton and untwisted moduli
(gravity mediation) offer a solution. Instead we observe that sequestering the third family
leads to severe problems that effectively rule out “pure” g˜MSB within our SIg˜M framework.
Our starting point is a string-inspired model with all three MSSM families localised at the
intersection region between D5-branes as shown in Figure 15, where the MSSM gauge group
is once more dominated by the components on the D52-brane in the single-brane dominance
limit. In order to have at least a top Yukawa coupling at (renormalisable) leading order,
we choose the following assignment of MSSM states:
QiL , LiL , U
c
iR , D
c
iR , E
c
iR ≡ C5152 (i = 1, 2, 3) (B.1)
Hu , Hd ≡ C523
which yields a democratic Yukawa texture from the allowed superpotential term
Wren = C
52
3 C
5152 C5152 (B.2)
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51
5
2
H
u;d
1,2,3
S; T
i
Y
2
1
Figure 15: The allocation of open and closed string states in a string-inspired g˜MSB model of the
MSSM. The three degenerate MSSM families (1, 2, 3) are localised at the intersection C5152 , and
the Higgs doublets Hu,d are identified as C
52
3
states.
In order to compare with the earlier analysis with only two sequestered families, we will
assume that some (unspecified) flavour symmetry allows us to rotate the democratic texture
into hierarchical form with a single universal non-zero (33) entry.
• Soft Parameters:
We follow the same arguments as section 2.1.1 to calculate the soft parameters that
provide GUT-scale boundary conditions for the RGE analysis. We will assume that the
universal squark and slepton mass-squared matrices are diagonal in family space at the
high-scale:
m2
Q˜
, m2
L˜
, m2u˜ , m
2
d˜
, m2e˜ =

m
2
C5152
0 0
0 m2
C5152
0
0 0 m2
C5152

 (B.3)
where the universal scalar mass-squared m2
C5152
is given by Eq.(2.9). The Higgs doublets
soft scalar mass-squared are also universal at the high-scale:
m2Hu , m
2
Hd
≡ m2
C
52
3
= m23/2
(
1− cos2 θ sin2 φ) (B.4)
The soft gaugino masses remain unchanged from Eq.(2.12). However the soft trilinear takes
a more complicated form, and we still impose a (33) hierarchical texture:
Afij Y
f
ij =

 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 AˆY f33

 (f = u, d, e) (B.5)
where Y f33 is the (33) element of the (running) Yukawa matrix Y
f at the GUT-scale and
the universal soft trilinear Aˆ is:
Aˆ ≡ A
C
52
3 C
5152C5152
= −m3/2 cos θ
[
sinφ
(
1 +
X2
12
e−(T2+T¯2)/4 (T2 + T¯2)
)
(B.6)
+
2X√
3
cosφ
(
1− e−(T2+T¯2)/4
)]
+O
[
δGS X e
−(T2+T¯2)/4
(T2 + T2)
]
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where X = Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2).
• Phenomenological problems with a large trilinear:
Following the gauge coupling unification arguments in section 2.1.2 and the choice of
parameters in Table 1, we find that the soft trilinear is numerically:
Aˆ ≈ −m3/2 cos θ [sinφ+ 45 cos φ] (B.7)
where the higher-order terms in Eq.(B.6) can be safely neglected. Notice that this soft tri-
linear has an additional (large) piece ∼ (cos θ cosφ) in contrast to the trilinear in Eq.(2.14),
and we will show that this extra piece leads to problems with sfermion tachyons.
For example, we will focus on the stop sector in the limit of twisted moduli domination
(θ, φ = 0) where the trilinear is non-zero Aˆ ≈ −45m3/2. Assuming negligible intergen-
erational scalar mixing, the tree-level stop mass-squared eigenvalues m2
t˜1,2
are found by
diagonalising the following 2× 2 mass-squared matrix M2
t˜
in the (t˜L t˜R)
T basis:
M2t˜ =


(
m2
Q˜
)
33
+m2t + . . . mt
(
Aˆ − µ cot β
)
mt
(
Aˆ − µ cot β
) (
m2u˜
)
33
+m2t + . . .

 (B.8)
where we have droppedM2Z0 terms;mt is the physical top quark mass; and
(
m2
Q˜
)
33
,
(
m2u˜
)
33
=
m2
C5152
from Eq.(B.3). The determinant of Eq.(B.8) is the product of the mass-squared
eigenvalues:
m2
t˜1
m2
t˜2
=
(
m2C5152 +m
2
t
)2 −m2t (µ− Aˆ cot β)2 + . . . (B.9)
which will be negative if Aˆ is too large (as happens here). This implies that the scalar
potential involves a tachyon mass term that rules out the parameter space.
In order to avoid these tachyon problems, we must reduce the magnitude of Aˆ, and in
particular the factor:
2√
3
(
1− e−(T2+T¯2)/4
) [
Y2 + Y2 − δGS ln(T2 + T2)
] ≈ 45 (B.10)
when we input the parameter choices from Table 1 into Eq.(B.6). Our choice of (Y2+Y 2) =
0 and (T2 + T 2) = 50 are motivated by gauge coupling unification in the single-brane
dominance limit; the reliability of the series expansion of F-terms in Eq.(A.8); and we also
need a sufficiently large value of (T2+T 2) for sequestering. There is some flexibility in the
choice of δGS , and reducing its value will indeed lower Aˆ. However the effect is not enough
to make the matrix-determinant in Eq.(B.9) positive since all three families of sfermions
are sequestered with exponentially-suppressed masses.
In contrast, the original parallel-brane g˜MSB models [10] do have viable regions of
parameter space with sequestered squark/slepton masses, vanishing trilinears and gaugi-
nos/Higgses soft masses ∼ O(m3/2). However in our framework the gauginos are too light
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to help, although they can be made heavier by increasing δGS , but we already know that
this will aggravate the tachyon problem further by increasing the trilinear Aˆ.
We must conclude that “pure” g˜MSB (in the twisted moduli domination limit) is not
viable within the D-brane setup shown in Figure 15 and the choice of model parameters
given in Table 1. An alternative solution may be to introduce contributions from the dila-
ton and untwisted moduli sectors, but we find that this requires large Goldstino angles
θ, φ >∼ 0.5. We could also consider different allocations of open string states, but this
also leads to problems. For instance, we could choose to sequester the Higgs doublets
on the D51-brane with the three MSSM families kept as intersection states C
5152 . The
dominant top Yukawa coupling can arise from a term in the renormalisable superpoten-
tial Wren ∼ C513 C5152 C5152 which automatically forbids R-parity violating superpotential
terms at leading order. Unfortunately the asymmetric compactification with R52 ≫ R51 –
that allows gauge coupling unification on the D52-brane – implies that g
2
52
≪ g251 , and so
the Higgs doublets will have a different coupling in comparison to the other MSSM fields
that may be non-perturbative.
Therefore we conclude that it is very difficult to have a viable model of “pure” g˜MSB
with three degenerate, sequestered MSSM families within our framework. Finally recall
that realistic type I models do not predict three degenerate, intersection state families, but
instead distinguish the third family as either 51 or 52 states [19].
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